Tips for Closing a Sale
A Renovation for Entertaining
KBB’s Readers’ Choice Award Winners
What’s Hot

What’s Hot in Decorative Hardware

1. The Urban Modern Collection from EMTEK combines industrial elements and geometric forms. The cabinet hardware line includes the Cinder Knob, the District Knob, the Mod Hex Pull and Knob, the Freestone Pull and the Finger Pull and Knob. Shown in satin brass, the collection is also available in oil-rubbed bronze, polished nickel, satin nickel and polished chrome.

2. The Raw Authentic Series of hardware from CENTURY HARDWARE was designed to remind homeowners of the authentic feeling of nature. Each piece has a weathered finish that comes in pewter, black steel or iron copper, while retaining a contemporary appearance.

3. TOP KNOBS introduces the Allington Series with two knobs, three pulls and eight finishes. Each pull features a center floret for gentle feminine styling.

4. The Ashby Collection from AMEROCK HARDWARE features simple shapes and a sculpted edge for a comfort grip. For easy retrofits, every Ashby cup pull supports both 3-in. and 4-in. installations.

5. The Dorned Door Knob from SAMUEL HEATH has an elegant and traditional shape with flowing organic motifs. Available finishes include polished brass, non-lacquered brass, chrome, satin chrome and antique brass unlaquered (shown here).

6. BELWITH-KEELER’s luxurious Callisto Collection was inspired by Hollywood Regency and is available in gold or silver, and in a variety of finishes, including chrome, flat ultra brass, polished nickel and satin nickel.

7. JEFFREY ALEXANDER’s Solana Collection of decorative hardware now comes in black nickel. Inspired by a trend seen at the 2017 Kitchen and Bath Industry Show, the black finish joins Solana’s satin nickel and polished chrome finishes.

8. The American Diner Collection from HICKORY HARDWARE is a crisp, fun collection of retro-inspired hardware designs. Inspired by the American diner era, this simple shape lends a classic 1950s vibe with a modern twist, now in longer sizes.

9. The Rhapsody Collection from BERENSON’s Artisan Inspired Series accentuates bold handcrafted characteristics while maintaining precise attention to detail. Finishes include weathered nickel, weathered iron and matte black.

10. The Tuxedo Cabinet Pull from ROCKY MOUNTAIN HARDWARE is hand cast in art-grade bronze. The pull has a ribbon and reed design that is available in 3- and 6-in. center-to-center sizes.